
Marketing Synopsis 
 
We begin in the Earth of the future, where the usually peaceful and pristine cities are 
filled with fear as people pack into a stadium. Droids scan the eyes of the fearful crowd, 
including young GALILEO, his younger brother and his father, as they prepare for a 
massive shockwave from the sun that is about to hit Earth. BOOM! The shockwave hits, 
killing practically everyone in the stadium. CLEAVE, KAZI and IRIS race through the 
crowd, grabbing Galileo from the mangled corpses of his parents as they flee the 
remaining, manic survivors. 
 
22 years later on the jagged remains of an Earth without Sun, adult Galileo now lives in 
a small commune with Cleave, Iris and others.  Near the commune walls Cleave and 
Galileo stumble upon a DWELLER, a humanoid creature that eats the flesh of corpse, 
and as they sanitize water they debate how to handle these creatures. In a high tech 
city, evil businessman GREGG agrees to help MARK launch an artificial sun for the 
Earth. Galileo discovers the power in the commune has gone out, and they panic as 
they try to figure out how to sanitize the water to prevent themselves from becoming 
Dwellers. 
 
Mark and his daughter NIX are attacked by Gregg’s crony THRONE, and Nix escapes 
with the artificial sun as she enters Galileo’s compound. She requests transport into The 
Nether in order to keep the sun away from Gregg, and Galileo reluctantly accepts to 
escort her. Gregg tortures Mark’s former colleagues as Galileo is shot in the shoulder, 
and Nix helps him escape to a transporter before Throne cuts power to the area. Nix 
takes Galileo to her friend ERNIE, who heals his shoulder wound before Gregg delivers 
a speech about eliminating the outer communes to better humanity. 
 
Ernie and Nix give Galileo pleasures from the old world, whiskey and cigarettes, before 
she asks him about his hunt for his missing brother. Nix and Galileo traverse the Nether 
to Gregg’s massive building, where they battle their way to the fuel room. Gregg and 
Throne send every guard they have as Nix and Galileo try to steal fuel, and as a 
phalanx of guards storm in they barely escape, rushing out of the building and into 
nearby shanties as Throne, Gregg and the others are in hot pursuit. As they move 
through various houses they find a HIPPIE WOMAN who swears Dwellers revert to 
normal if given clean water. 
 
Throne informs Gregg that Galileo and Nix have escaped, and as Cleave and Iris 
debate leaving for another commune Galileo and Nix plot a return to Gregg’s building to 
complete their mission. Cleave and Iris’ commune is overrun by Dwellers, and Cleave is 
killed in the onslaught. Galileo and Nix overrun one of Gregg’s trucks in a hectic fight in 
the desert, and they fight against an army of guards on the way to a gas plant. With 
Ernie’s help they hook up the artificial sun, HELIOS, to the fuel from the plant as Gregg 
and his guards descend on them. Ernie is killed, but with the help of arriving Dwellers 
they subdue Gregg and activate Helios, bringing warmth and peace to the cold and war-
torn Earth. 


